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Nation's Thoughts & Prayers are with Frontline Soldiers in Holy Month of Ramadan
The proud and patriotic Pakistani nation

London , 13.04.2023, 13:14 Time

USPA NEWS - Nation's Thoughts & Prayers are with Frontline Soldiers in Holy Month of Ramadan
 
The Pakistani nation and the overseas Pakistani community throughout the world in this month of Ramadan, remember in their
thoughts and prayers the Pakistani soldiers serving on the frontline. The great sons of the soil and patriotic heroes of Pakistan, who
are vigilant and are patrolling 24/7 the frontline borders to defend and protect Pakistan, are the pride of the nation. The army soldiers
of the land, the Pakistan air force in the sky and the Pakistan navy at sea, are truly the greatest defenders and symbol of the Pakistan
nation.
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The proud and patriotic Pakistani nation will forever honour the monumental debt and sacrifice of the Pakistani armed forces, those
who have lost their lives in defending their motherland Pakistan and those who unite to stand steadfast on the frontline borders to
protect Pakistan.

The Pakistan Army Chief Gen. Asim Munir recently visited the frontline of control where he met the heroes of the nation in this month of
Ramadan. The visit was to commend the soldiers for their great service to their beloved Pakistan, for which the nation salutes them
with pride and honour. Whilst meeting the soldiers the Pakistani Army Supreme Commander Gen. Asim Munir, paid rich tributes and
overwhelming praises to the frontline soldiers for maintaining high alert, constant vigil and pre-preparedness with high state of morale.
The army chief went on to say that the armed forces are resolved to defend the sovereignty and the territorial integrity of the South
Asian nation against all threats. 

Pakistan is determined to support the cause of the Kashmiris and seek resolution of Jammu and Kashmir, in accordance with the
resolution of the United Nations. Pakistan’s army chief emphasised and made it absolutely clear the fundamental principles of the
Pakistani army forces when he said, Let me make it categorically clear, Pakistan’s armed forces are ever ready. Not only to defend
every inch of our motherland, but to fight back  the enemy if ever war was imposed on us.

Shazada Hayat said, the enemies of Pakistan, and the dark forces inside and outside of Pakistan, need to understand the fundamental
principle, the code of honour and belief of the patriotic Pakistani. Which is regardless of any political differences in Pakistan the
patriotic Pakistani nation and the overseas Pakistani community stand united behind the Pakistani army, navy and air force chiefs.
These great commanders command the nations great sacred institution the Pakistan armed forces.

The Pakistani public inside and outside Pakistan throughout the world send their heartfelt prayers and blessings of this holy month of
Ramadan to the greatest sons of the Pakistan soil. The Pakistani nation and the overseas Pakistani community stand with the
Pakistani military might to uphold the immortal worlds of Quaid-E-Azam Mohammad Ali Jinnah when he said, There is no power on
Earth that can undo Pakistan. May God protect and bless Pakistan,
said Shazada Hayat. 
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